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F
or both sides of the entrepreneurial coin, 

start-up companies and venture capitalists 

(VCs), due diligence is a key component. 

Due diligence is a company investigation 

conducted any time a company is acquired, an 

investor plans to invest in a company, venture 

�nancing is considered, or an initial public o�ering 

is made.  Below, we focus on IP considerations that 

VCs need to take into account when performing 

due diligence and what start-ups need to examine 

to position themselves for investment.  

A review of IP assets should be taken by all start-

ups, regardless of the type of IP assets they own. 

For example, companies in the pharmaceutical, 

medical device or biotechnology �elds regularly 

protect assets with patents or trade secrets and 

develop valuable trademarks as they go to 

market. For other start-ups, such as web-based 

technologies focused on user experience, patents 

can be less important than strong copyright and 

trademark portfolios. In either case, it’s in the 

best interest of the start-up and the VC �rm to 

examine the IP portfolio as a whole. 

Roxana Sullivan takes a look at how  
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how venture capitalists can best protect 

their investments with a good IP strategy.

Due diligence

!ere are four main factors a VC �rm needs to 

consider when performing due diligence.

First, it’s important for a VC �rm to verify 

that all IP assets have been assigned to the 

company and to review any licence agreements 

concerning the IP. If the chain of title regarding 

the IP in question is messy, then the valuation, 

and later monetisation process, will prove to be 

complicated at best. VCs should examine the 

agreements in place to ensure that employment 

and consulting agreements establish IP 

ownership in the start-up. An examination of 

the start-up’s licence agreements can also help 

estimate future royalty obligations.

Second, VCs should consider the measures taken 

to protect the IP. Have proper forms been �led for 

patent, trademark, and/or copyright protection? 

Was an attorney used to prepare and �le these 

forms? Have maintenance fees been duly paid on 

the IP assets?

!ird, examine the company’s trade secret 

protection measures. Have non-disclosure 

agreements been utilised if the start-up worked 

with outside companies or individuals to develop 

the technology? What other systems are in place 

to ensure that proprietary information stays 

protected?

Finally, VCs must identify competing third-

party technology and whether any claims exist 

against the company’s IP.  !is analysis is used 

to determine if there are third-party patents that 

could block the technology in which the VC �rm 

is interested in investing. It can also determine if 

infringement actions are likely in the future.
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It’s important for a start-up to position itself 

appropriately and take the steps to protect its 

IP assets in order to attract VCs. By e�ectively 

protecting IP, a start-up can increase the value 

of its business, protect its competitive advantage, 

and use the IP as a potential revenue stream 

through licensing.
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SOLICITING FUNDS 

NEED TO CONSIDER 

CAREFULLY WHAT 

INFORMATION THEY 

DISCLOSE TO THE 

PUBLIC.”

Building a strong IP portfolio both gives investors 

comfort and builds credibility in a company. 

For some VC �rms, a management team that 

is thinking about IP and how it can protect its 

assets is a sign of a well-run company—one that 

could provide a good return on investment. 

Start-ups should examine each type of IP asset. 

Patents  

A well-thought-out patent portfolio can be 

valuable to a start-up. Not only do patents give 

the patent holder a competitive advantage, but 

patents can be monetised in multiple ways.

VC �rms will typically look at issued and pending 

patents to determine the value of a company. Also, 

technology covered by a patent can sometimes be 

licensed, giving the company a second revenue 

stream. However, developing and building a 

comprehensive patent portfolio can be cost-

prohibitive. !erefore, it’s important for start-ups 

to focus on key products and/or technologies and 

�le applications for the inventions that are in line 

with their business objectives. Depending on the 

patent and business objective, it will be important 

to also examine whether it would be worth �ling 

the patent in other countries. 

Copyright  

Start-ups need to examine their assets to 

determine if any works, including so"ware 

code, are copyrightable and to secure copyright 

registrations with the US Copyright O#ce. 

Having copyright registrations with the US 

Copyright O#ce enables the copyright holder to 

�le suit against infringers and to seek statutory 

damages and attorney’s fees.

Trademarks  

Trademarks are the linchpin of a start-up’s IP assets. 

A strong trademark will act as a source identi�er 

and help set the owner apart from the competition. 

It will enable the company to establish a strong 

identity in the marketplace and build goodwill with 

consumers. Securing a trademark registration with 

a patent and trademark o#ce gives exclusive rights 

to the trademark owner and prevents confusingly 

similar trademarks from entering the marketplace, 

which helps the company establish a strong and 

recognisable brand.

Trade secrets  

Trade secrets can be valuable assets to a start-up. 

Trade secrets include special know-how, consumer 

lists, or any process that gives the company a 

leg up on competition and that is not generally 

known. !e key to trade secrets, however, is that 

they remain secret. Companies should implement 

safeguards to ensure trade secrets are kept secret, so 

that they can bring suit against a breach if needed.

Special considerations

Today, many start-ups are using crowdfunding 

platforms such as Kickstarter to raise money 

for their businesses. Although a more informal 

means to raise funds, precautions should still be 

taken to ensure the protection of IP.

A key feature of these crowdfunding platforms is that 

they are open to the public and anyone can access 

the information available on a fund page. As a result, 

start-ups soliciting funds need to consider carefully 

what information they disclose to the public.  

For example, one of the requirements for 

patentability is that the invention must be novel. 

Disclosing an invention to the public before 

a patent application has been �led can mean 

that the invention loses its novelty. As a result, a 

start-up needs to strike a �ne balance between 

providing enough information to impart company 

credibility and investor peace of mind without 

disclosing information that will invalidate the 

novelty requirement for patent protection.

Furthermore, start-ups seeking funding from 

crowdsourcing campaigns need to perform their 

due diligence in examining prior art to avoid 

potential infringement claims. For example, the US 

District Court for the Western District of Virginia 

has found that even o�ering a potentially infringing 

product as a reward for a crowdfunding campaign 

could be enough to infringe a patent-holder’s rights.

A thorough look at a start-up’s IP assets is important 

from both the VC side and the start-up’s side. A 

strong IP portfolio can make a di�erence not only 

in obtaining a positive valuation by a VC �rm, but 

also in the continued success and growth of the 

company during a hopefully long and healthy life.  !
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